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Harnessing the Materials Genome
Aim of the MGI:
• Rapid development and insertion of new materials?
Essential components of the solution:
• Material structure and property prediction software
• Material design methodologies and tools
Analogy – Mechanical Product Development...
• Developed since 1960s, $20b per year industry
• Computer Aided Design (CAD):
Pro/Engineer (PTC); CATIA (Dassault); NX (Siemens); Inventor (Autodesk)...
• Product Lifecycle Management (PLM):
Windchill (PTC); ENOVIA (Dassault); Teamcenter (Siemens); PLM360 (Autodesk)...
What are the equivalents of CAD and PLM for Materials Development?
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Multiscale Modelling
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Requirements flow:
... Ask the question
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Computational tools:
Universal connection tool:
• Translate names, units, etc
• Write computed results to database
• Document calculations & assumptions
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Universal connection tool:
• Interrogate Database
• Translate names, units, etc
• Import data into computational tool
Optimizer
• Material structure & props
• Process models
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Validating models with experimental data
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Needs: from commercial applications
Specify material performance requirements
 ‘Hole in property space’
Material property synthesis
Systematic Materials Design (CAD)
Processability and cost modelling
Make, test, iterate
Eureka!
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Light, Stiff Panels: Hybrid Synthesis
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Innovation through macrostructure
Image courtesy Dr. Sacha PetersFrom “Manufacturing Material Effects” 
BASF Neopor EPS foam Courtesy University of Liverpool
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Conclusions
1. Multiscale modelling:
• Is necessary to predict macro-scale properties
• Is achievable in some areas, distant future in others
• Co-managing simulation and test data is a good way forward 
•  ‘Materials Lifecycle Management’  (MLM)
2. Materials design:
• Individual software components exist, but not integrated
• Proposed framework for ‘Materials CAD’: demonstrated for hybrid materials
3. Research and Technology Development Needs:
• Development of a rich, open framework for integrating multiscale modelling tools 
and sharing of test data and virtual data 
• Data, interface and communications standards
• Development of multiscale modelling ‘recipes’ for key material classes
• Development materials design tools 
 A Grand Challenge…

Example of hybrid synthesis
Hybrid materials
Design variables:
 Choice of materials
 Volume fractions
 Configuration
 Connectivity
 Scale
The hybrid synthesizer
 Explore configurations, with 
free material choice
 Explore structured-structures
 A shell: insert models for 
other configurations
